
THE RULED V\ IN 56 ASSOCIATED WITH
A SCHLÄFLI HEXAD*

BY

JOHN EIESLAND

1. Introduction. In St we know that aU the lines which meet four generic

planes also meet a fifth associated plane. These oo2 lines generate a ruled

V\, i.e., the variety of Segre with 10 double points. This property cannot

be generalized in space of more than four dimensions; that is: All the lines

which meet » generic (» — 2)-flats will not in general meet an additional

(» —2)-flat when »>4; »+1 generic flats will determine »+1 Fall's.

If however the «+1 Sn-2's form a SchläfU set, a single VZZ\ is determined.

An equation of this spread has been given by C. R. Rupp.f Let the SchläfU

set be given as followsj :

n

(1) Xi = 0,     J2bikXk = 0 (i = 0, 1, • • • , »),
0

where 6,,=0, bik = bki. The equation of the V¡,Z\ determined by the first »

flats is then

box bo2 bo3 •  •  • £>0,n-l bon

n

z2buXi bl2xx       buxx      • • • bx,n-xXx   blnxx

(2)
¿>2i*2      — ¿2b2iXi        b23x2      ■ ■ ■ b2,n-xx2   b2nx2

= 0.

bn~X,xXn bn-X,2Xn    ft„_i ,3Xn -  »  • — / ,5„_i  jXi      bn-X.nXn
0

It may easily be verified that the same V^Z[ will be obtained by taking any

other set of « flats from (1). All the »+1 flats lie on the spread and the funda-

mental (or regular) singular loci are (w — 2r)-flats of multiplicity r = 2, 3, • • • ,

»/2, when » is even, and of multiplicity r = 2, 3, • • ■ , (» —1)/2, when n is

odd; there are ("f) such loci. The study of the remaining accessory singular

loci for the case » = 5 will be the object of the present paper.

* Presented to the Society, April 4, 1931; received by the editors October 25, 1933.

t C. R. Rupp, An extension of Pascal's theorem, these Transactions, vol. 31, p. 578.

X Luigi Berzolari, Sui sistemi di n-\-1 rette dello spazio ad n dimensioni, situate in posizione di

Schläfii, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 20, pp. 229-247.
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That this Vl_\* is not generic may be shown thus. By a projective trans-

formation
xo = xó,    Xi = *¿/60¿ (i = 1, 2, •■ • , »),

a Schläfli set may be carried into the slightly modified form

n

*o = 0,     Yl,Xk = 0;    Xi = 0,    xo +  *52,bikxk = 0       (i 1, 2, • • • , «),

where ¿>¿¿ = 0, 6¿o = l, bik = bki, k?¿i. A general Schläfli set depends therefore

on «(» —1)/2 parameters. Let there now be given »+1 generic Sn-2s in Sn'

Z<i)a¿ Xi
o

,(D (2)
^¿i'xi = 0;    ^a'i'xi =   £X   x{ = 0,

0 0

E(n+1) .A, (n+1)
a¿     *¿ =   2-é°i      Xi = 0,

which depend on 2(« —1)(«+1) parameters. A projective transformation can

therefore be found which will reduce this number to

2(« - 1)(« + 1) - «(» + 2) = «2 - 2« - 2.

But this number is greater than «(« —1)/2 when « >4, as we wished to prove.

2. The equation of F4 in Grassmann-Pliicker coordinates. The equation

(2), being a determinant of the »th order, is rather unwieldy for the purpose

of investigating the accessory singularities of a VZZ\; even in the case for

» = 5 the analytical work becomes formidable. We shall therefore use the

Grassmann-Plücker coordinates and start with the equation of the generic

V\ which has been derived in a former paper (R, pp. 341-342) : we shall then

find the conditions which must be satisfied in order that it shall be associated

with a Schläfli hexadf, and thus incidentally obtain the invariants of the

spread. We shall suppose that V\ has no triple point, that is, no three of the

fundamental flats intersect. The equation of V\ isj

(3) K-
yi ^auyi + y2 ^auyi

1 1

6 .6

y\ 2Z/3¿iy¿ + y2 ̂ 2ß<2yi

yt ^,ai3yi + y6 Xa< ty*

ys llßayi + yi lüßihyi

* John Eiesland, On a class of ruled (n—l)-spreads in Sn, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di

Palermo, vol. 54, pp. 335-365. By a "generic" Fj|Z} is meant here the V¡7Z. 1 whose equation is given

on p. 337. In what follows this paper will be referred to as "R." In this paper, the V\, here denoted

as the "generic Vi," is the generalization for « = 5 of Segre's variety in St.

t By a Schläfli hexad in 5t we mean here six 3-flats in Schläfli position.

} R, pp. 341-342.
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or, if we add the elements of the first column to those of the second,

6 6 6 6

yi Z)a«iy«' + y* Za«y*       y* 2«»4y» + y* S«<ey,-

317

(3')      V\ =

yi 12ßayi + y2 I3/S«y<       yt ̂ 2ßnyi + yo 52ßuyi

= o.

íi íi

The five fundamental flats are

6 6

yi = y2 = 0;    y3 = ys = 0;   y4 = y« =10;     £a,y< =   £*<)>< = 0;
i i

6 6

Ec*y< =   XX'?«' = 0,    aik = a,i»* — akbi,    ßik = c{dk — ckdi.
x x

If now the V\ belongs to a Schläfli hexad, all the lines which meet these five

fundamental flats must also meet a sixth flat. In order to find such a flat

we write (3) and (3') as follows:

yiMi + y2M2 y3M3 + y6Ms

yx(Lx + Mx) + y2(L2 + M2) y3(U + M3) + y6(¿6 + Mi)
K-

yxMx + y2M2

yx(Lx + Mx) + y2(L2 + M2)
0,

y4M4 + yoMe

y¿Li + Mi) + yoiLo + Mi)

where M* =]Taay,-, Lk=^2ßikyi, k = l, 2, - ■ ■ , 6. Consider the 3-flat

(4) yi + M2 + L2 = 0,    y2 - Mi - Zi = 0.

If it is to be the required sixth flat it must be identical with the two flats

yt + M3 + L3 = 0, y3 — M3 — L3 = 0; y4 + M6 + Le = 0, y6 — Af4 — L4 = 0.

If we set Pi2 = l+o¡i2+j3i2, P36 = l +«35+1335, P46 = l+a46+/348, and iik)=aik

+ßik, this means that the determinant

0 P12

-Pit 0

(31) (32)

(51) (52)

(41) (42)       (43)

(61) (62)       (63)

(13)       (15)       (14)       (16)

(23)       (25)       (24)       (26)

0

P36

Pit

0

(45)

(65)

(34)       (36)

(54)       (56)

0

"   P46

Pit

0

must be of rank 2. We thus obtain the following conditions:
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(5,a)

(5,b)

F12P36 = (13)(25) + (15)(32),

(36)Pi2 = (13)(26) + (16)(32),      (56)Fi2 = (15)(26) + (16)(52),

(34)Fi2 = (13)(24) + (14)(32),      (54)F12 = (15)(24) + (14)(52);

F36F46 = (45)(36) + (34)(56),

(24)F36 = (23)(45) + (25)(34),      (14)7>36 = (13)(45) + (15)(34),

(26)7>36 = (23)(65) + (25)(36),      (16)P36 = (13)(65) + (15)(36);

(5,c)

P12F46 = (16)(42) + (14)(26),

(23)F46 = (24)(36) + (26)(43),      (13)F46 = (14)(36) + (16)(43),

(25)F46 = (24)(56) + (26)(45),      (15)F46 = (14)(56) + (16)(45).

These relations are not independent; from any six of them the remaining

ones may easily be derived. We also obtain the following important relations :

aiißn — ocioßu       otußio — a26ßu + a2ißio — otioß2i       a2iß23 — a26ß2t

(6)

«u/3i3 — ai3ßu a2ißis — ai3ß26 + auß23 — ct^ßu a2iß23 — a23p2i

«i4j324 — a2ißu ctuß26 — außu + außu — a2ißu «i6/326 — a26|8i6

ÖB4^34  —  0!34|864 «36(345 —  Û!45|336 + OCMßu ~  <*34 $66 «66|836   _  «36 ßit

OC3iß30  —  a3oß3i CXußiO — a6ßß3i + a3oßn — a46j336 «46^66  —  «66)345

= 1,

«23^13 — «i3/323       a26ßi3 — ai3ß26 + a23ßn — ctuß23       a2$ih — anß

= 1;
25

(7)    1+2« = l + ai2 + a36 + «46 = 0,    1 + Z/3 = 1 + ßn + ß3& + ßie = 0.

The last two relations are obtained by using (5,b) and (6). Since there are

six independent non-homogeneous relations between the 16 parameters of a

generic F4, the F4 belonging to a Schläfli hexad has 10 essential parameters,

as was shown before (p. 316) by a different method.

3. The singular loci on the F4 associated with a Schläfli hexad. We know

that the generic F4 in S5 has 5 fundamental 3-flats and that the singular loci

lie in each of these flats.* In any one flat we have four fundamental double

lines which are the intersections of the flat with the remaining four flats;

moreover, two accessory double lines which intersect these in 8 points and,

finally, a cubic curve which has the four fundamental lines as bisecants.

Through each of the 40 points pass two double lines of which one is accessory,

and one cubic; but it is to be noted that this cubic does not belong to the

fundamental flat in which the accessory line is immersed. We have thus 20

lines and 5 cubics as the complete set of double loci on a generic F4.

* R, pp. 344-352.
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In the case at hand the V\ has six fundamental flats in a Schläfli position.

In each flat are five fundamental double lines and two accessory double lines

which intersect these in 10 points. The cubic is composite, consisting of three

lines, namely the fifth double line which is added to the four of the generic

case, and two lines which remain. We shall prove that these two lines coincide

with the two accessory lines. It will be sufficient to prove this for any one flat,

since what happens in one must happen in all the other five flats.

The singular loci in the 3-flat y3 = y6 = 0 are the complete intersection of

the two cubic surfaces

dV\ ev\
3-3 = y6 = 0,    —- = 0,    —— = 0.

ay3 dy6

We have then, from (3),

dvl 4-6 4-6
fa = — = p Z ß«yi -QJ2 ««y< = o,

(8) dy\
dVi        *4 14

fa = — = p 22 ßayt -öl aayt = o.
dyb 1,2 1,2

The four fundamental double lines are

y3 = y6 = yi = y2 = 0,    y3 = y6 = y4 = y6 = 0,

y3 = ye = M3 = M6 = 0, y3 = y6 = L3 = Z6 = 0,

to which must be added the fifth double line

(10) y3 = y6 = L3 + M3 = X6 + M6 = 0,

which is the intersection of the flat y3 = y6 = 0 with the fifth fundamental

flat y3+AÍ3+P3 = 0, y6—M3—L3 = 0. The two accessory double lines are

(11) yi = ny2,    y i = pyo,

where k and p are roots of the two quadratic equations

(ai4|8i6 — axeßxi)*2 + iaxoßi2 — ai2ßxo + a26ßix — aixß2i)ic

+ (<*26|342 — ai2ß26) = 0,

iaxtßu — a2ißxi)p2 + ia2ißox — aSxßu + a2oßix — aafi2i)p

+ iaußox — a61ß2i) = 0.

These equations may also be written

aup + a26      ß2iP + ßn altK + a26      ßxe* + ß2o
(13)      k = - =-j        p =- =- ■

atlp + aoi      ßüp + ßox atlK + ai2      /S4ik + ßi2
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The cubic curve being composite, consisting of the fifth double line and two

additional lines, it is to be proved that these latter coincide with the two

accessory lines (11); in other words, these lines are tac-loci on the two sur-

faces <pi = ^>2 = 0. Take any point on the line (11), say (up, p, ß, 1). The tangent

planes to the cubics at the point are

(£M£M£M£>" «•-«••■
Noting that the accessory lines are generators of the two quadrics

P = yi(«4iy4 + ctoiyo) + ysO^y« + a^ye) = 0,

Q = yi(ßtiy* + ßnyo) + y2(ßi2y* + ßt2y<>) = 0,

we have

dfa\ /d<f>i\
-) = (auß+a<n)L3— (ßap+ß6i)M3,    I — ) = (cxl2p+ao2)L3 — (ßi2p+ßo2)M3,
dyi/ \dy2/(

1/50A 1 /o>i\
-( - ) = (a4lK + 0:42)J3- 034lK+i842)M3,    - I - I = («6lK + a62)73 - (ßilK+ßo2)M3,
p\oyi/ p \dy6/

/dfa\ /dfa\
I-) = (ctap+a6i)L6-(ßiiß+ßoi)M6,    I-I = (ai2ß+ao2)Lf,— (ßi2ß+ßo2)M i,
\ayi/ \dy2/

l/d<t>2\ 1 /d<t>2\
-( — ) = iaiiK+aii)Li-ißiiK+ßii)M6, -1-) = (a6iK+a62)T6- ißoiK+ß62)M&,
p\àyi/ p \dyo/

where we have set

T3   =   (ßl3K + ßiz)p + ßi3ß + /Î63, M3  =   (ai3<C + a23)p + «43M + Ö63,

Li  =   ißuK + ßa)p + ßaß + /366, Mi  =   (au« + a26)p + «45M + «65-

If now the line (11) is to be a tac-locus on fa = fa = 0 we must have

C-) (r)  (t1) (r)\dyi/ \dy2/ XdyJ _ \dy6/

/dfa\ /dfa\ /dfa\ /dfa\

\dyj      \dy2J       \dyj       \dyo/

L3 — piM3 L3 — p2M3      L3 — p3M3      Lt — piM3

Li — piMi      Li — p2Mi      Li — p3Mt      Li — ptMi

where
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ßiXß  + 061 ßiiP  + 062 ßiXK  + 042 ßtX«-  + 062
Px =-»     p2 = -■->     p3 =->     pi =-■-

aixp + aox cti2p + at2 Oíxk + a42 a6i« + ae2

But the equations (13) show that Px = p2 and p3 = pi, hence we get the single

condition
L3 — pxM3      L3 — p3M3
-:— =-,    Px - p3 7± 0,
Lt — PxMi      Lt — p3Mi

which is equivalent to the condition L3M6—L6M3=0, true for all values

of p. We thus obtain the following three relations:

(fixt* + ß2i)(ax6K + a2i) — (ßxtK + ß2i)(a13K + a-ss) = 0,

(ßt3p+ ßoi)(aibp + a66) — (ßisp + ßot)(ai3p + ao3)  =0,
(14)

(j3i3K + ß23)(aisp + ati) — (axiK + a26)(ßi3p + ß6i)

— (ßxsK + ß2i)(oti3P + a63) — (al3ic + a23)(ßisp + ße6) = 0.

The third relation is satisfied by Virtue of the first two, hence k and p must

be roots of the two quadratic equations

(«16013 — ßxbaxa)«2 + iaxsß23 — a23ßxs + a25ß13 — al3ß2s)K

+ a2Sß23 — ß2ia23 = 0,

(«46/343  — at3ßi5)p2 +  («46/363  —  «63046 + «66043  _  «43066)j"

+ «66063  —  «63066  =   0.

But k and p are roots of the quadratic equation (12), hence we must have

Ä14016 —  «16014 «16042 ~ Ö42016 + «26041 _ «41026 «26042 ~  Ä42026

:«16013 — ai3015 «16023 _ «23016 + «26013 _ «13026 «26023 ~ «23026

«14024 —  «24014 Ö24061 _ «61024 + «26041 ~ «41026 «26061 _  «6^26

O46043 —  «43046 «46063 _ «63045 + «65043 ~ 066«43 «66063 _  «63066

which are true according to equations (6), as we wished to prove.

If we set X= (ai5K + a25)/(a3i/c + a¡)32, we have from (13) and (14),

Ö16K  +  «25 016«  +  026 a45i* + «66 045/i  + 065

(16) X = ——'—— =- =-=-»
«31«  +  Ö32 031«  +  032 «34M + «36 034/i  + 036

so that X must be a root of the two equations

(«23031  —  a31023)X2 +  («23051  ~  «51023 + «26031  ~  «31026)X

+ «26061  —  «51025  =   0,
(17)

(«63034  —  O34063)X2 +  («63064  ~  «64063 + «66034  ~  Ö34066)X

+ «65064  —  «54065   =   0,

which have identical roots, equation (6).
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We have thus 6-5/2 = 15 fundamental double lines and 12 accessory

double lines; these lines intersect in 30 points, three lines through each point.

No point is a triple point. We shall prove the following important

Theorem. A V\ in Si, associated with a Schläfli hexad, has two double

planes. The 12 accessory lines form a double-six, each set of six lines forming a

complete hexagon in each plane. The 15 fundamental double lines are outside of

these planes and join the 15 pairs of corresponding vertices of the hexagon. The

equations of the planes are

(18) yi = ny2,     y3 = Xy6,      y*, = ßyo,

where k, X and ß are the roots of the three quadratic equations (12) and (17).

The proof of the first part of this theorem is immediate. If we substitute

the values of yu y2, and y3 from (18) in the equation (3), the determinant re-

duces to one of rank zero, since all the elements vanish, account being taken

of (13) and (16); to prove the second part we need only show that any one

of the planes contains the six accessory lines

yi = 0,       y2 = 0, y3 = Xys, y4 = ßyo,

(19,a) y3 = 0,       y6 = 0, yx = icy2, yi = py6,

y4 = 0,       ya = 0, yi = (cy2, y3 = Xy6;

yi = Ky2,    y3 = Xy6,      ^a^yi = 0,        2a¿5y¿ = 0,

(19,b) yi = Ky2,    y3 = Xy6,      J^ßityi = 0,        2j3¿6y¿ = °,

yi = icy2,    y3 = Xy6,    yi + M2 + L\ = 0,    y2 — Mx — Lx = 0.

The second set (19, b) may also be written

«seys a4eye
yi = *yt,   yt = Xy6,   y4 = ßyo,   y% =        ,-\-

aitK + a23      ctuK + au

ßayi           ßitye
yi = Ky2,   y3 = Xy6,   y4 = pyo,   yi =-—— +-—— >

ßuK + ß23        ßuK + ß2i

P3iy3 Ptoyo
yi = ty2,   y3 = Xy6,   y4 = ßyo,   y2 = ———, ,n„. +

(13)« + (23)      (14)* + (24)

From these equations it is at once evident that on each of the planes (18) the

six accessory lines form a complete hexagon, and that any one of the 15

fundamental double lines joins a pair of corresponding vertices of the two

hexagons.
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Theorem. The 12 sides of the two hexagons are bispatial.

To prove this we transform the origin (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) to the point (p«,

p, <rX, p, a, I) on one of the double planes. The tangent cone, the equation of

which being rather long, we shall not give here, is seen to be reducible for the

f oUowing values of p and a :

«36<T «46 035<T «46
p = 0,   a = 0,   pi =-1->  P2 =-1-y

«13« + a23      axiK + a2i ßl3K + ß23      0i4« + 024

P36C P46

P3 " (13)« + (23)      (14)* + (24) "

These five values correspond to five sides of the hexagon. That the sixth side,

yi=«y2, y3=Xy5, y4=y6 = 0, is also bispatial is proved by transforming the

origin to the point (p«, p, X, pr, 1, r). The cone is reducible when r = 0.

From these two theorems we derive the following

Corollary. Given in St a hexad of 3-flats in a Schläfli position. There exist

two planes which intersect these flats in 12 lines forming a complete hexagon in

each plane. The V\ associated with the hexad has the two planes for double planes

and the 15 lines joining the corresponding vertices of the hexagons are double

lines on the F4. The 12 lines of intersection are bispatial.

4. Transformation of the V\. In order to carry the V\ into the form given

by equation (2) for n = 5 we set up the following transformation :

55 5

(20) xo = yx,  ~52boiXi = y2,  2~2°uXi = ys, x2 = y4,   2~2°i<xi = J«, *i *■ yi,
00 1

from which it must follow that

6 6 6 6

(21) J2a<y< = *3,    Xö.-y,- =  22ô8<*<,  2>.y¿ = Xi, 2~2diVi m  2\]buXi.
1 011

Substituting the values of y,- from (20) on the left side of these equations and

comparing the coefficients of the x's on both sides we find the values of ait

bi, Ci, di expressed rationaUy in terms of the bik. We then calculate the Grass-

mann coordinates aik, 0a. The work is rather long and tedious, but affords a

valuable check on the correctness of the method we have pursued; in fact,

the aik, ßa thus found are seen to satisfy the fundamental relations (5,a),

(5,b), and (5,c).

The singular loci of the V\ having been found, our work is completed. If

we had started with the equation (2) for » = 5 we should have failed, the

analytic work being too complicated.
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5. The self-dual V\ associated with a Schläfli hexad. In a former paper*

it was proved that if on a generic V\ in S6 any two of the 10 fundamental

double lines are bispatial, they are all bispatial and the spread is self-dual.

In the case of the V\ here considered a similar theorem holds: If any one of

the 15 fundamental double lines is bispatial, they are all bispatial and the V\

is self-dual.

Let the double line be yi=y2 = y3=y6 = 0; transforming the origin to a

point p on this line we set yt=yí, yi^y'i+py'n i = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6. The equation

(3) may then be written, dropping the primes,

fayt2 + fayt + fa = 0,

where

#2 = [(aei + pa4i)yi + (ae2 + P«42)y2] [(063 + pßa)y3 + (065 + pßii)yi]

— [ißei + pßa)yi + ißt2 + pßa)yi] [(«63 + p«43)y3 + (a«5 + pa46)ys].

In order that the point p shall be bispatial the discriminant of this form

must be of rank 2. We have

A =   [(«66 + P<X4i)ißot + pßiü) — (063 + P043)0365 + ßßu) ] [ißtl + pßil)i<Xot + pCtit)

— ißet + P/342) (öei + P«4i)] = 0.

Since every point p is to be bispatial we must have

«46/343   —  «43^46  =  «42041 _  «41042  =  0,      «66063   — 063065 = «62061 _ «61062  =   0,

Ö65043 — Ö43065 + «46063  ~ «63045   =  0,        Ö42061 ~ «61042 + «62041 _ Ä41062 = 0,

which may also be written

.      041 042 061 062 ,„ , . 045 043 066 063
(22,a)-=-=-=-, (22,b)     -=-=-;

an «42 061 «62 ß45 «43 Ö65 «63

hence three conditions must be satisfied, the second set being identical with

the first, as follows from (6). If also the double line y3 = y6 = 0, y4 = y6 = 0

is bispatial, we get the following two sets of conditions:

018   _ _016   _   023    _   026 ßll_ _   ftu   _   042^  _   062

ai3       «15       023        ß26 an       a6i       042       «62

that is, no new conditions are added, if account is taken of equations (6). It

will not be necessary to carry out the work for the 13 remaining double lines

as no new conditions are found. If now we set

* R, pp. 358-360.
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041 04Ï 061 062 013 016 023 026

«41 «42 «61 «62 OIS Ol6 «23 a26

046 043 066 063

«46 «43 «65 «63

the equation of the V\ in y-coordinates is

(23) Çî + 03       Ql-Q°     =0,

rQ2 + sQ3     tQi- sQ3

or, when expanded,

(r - s)QtQ3 +it- s)QiQ3 + (< - r)QiQ2 = 0,

Qi - y3(«43y4 + «63ye) + ys(a46y4 + any*),

Q2 = yi(a4iy4 + aoiyo) + yiianyi + at2yo),

Qt = yi(a3iy3 + «6iys) + y2(«32y3 + ae2y6).

The equation of the V\ in tangential coordinates is

[(/ - r)U3 + is - t)U2 + is - r)£/i]2 - 4(5 - l)is - r)UiUt = 0,

«3(a65»4 + a64«e) + Uiiai3ut + a3fiUt)
Ui =

(24)

¿72 =

7/3 =

«46«35

«l(«62«4 + «24«e)  + «2(«41«6 + «I6M4)

«46«12

«l(«62»3 + «23«6)  + «2(«31«6 + «15«3)

a36«12

Hence the order and class of F4 are equal, as we wished to prove.

6. The singularities of the self-dual F4. Since the conditions (22,a) and

the resulting conditions (22,b), (22,c), and (22,d) imply that the three

equations (15) and (17) are indeterminate, it follows that there will be an

infinite number of double planes instead of only two. These planes are the

generators of the 3-dimensional quadric Qi = Q2 = Q3=0, which may also be

written

yi _ ai2yt + a32yt _ a32y3 + aS2yt

y2      auyi + ai6y6       auys + «leys

Setting each of these ratios equal to a variable a we have the 001 generating

planes. The six fundamental flats intersect this quadric in six 2-dimensional

quadrics which are all bispatial. We may therefore state the following the-

orem:
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The self-dual F4 associated with a Schläfli hexad has a 3-dimensional quad-

ric as locus of double points. The six fundamental flats intersect this quadric in

six 2-dimensional quadrics which are all bispatial. There are <*>7 such self-dual

Vt's*

* In R, p. 359, the fact was overlooked that the 2-dimensional quadric Xi/xi=xi/x6=xl/xi is

a double locus on the self-dual Vt. We have then five 2-dimensional bispatial quadrics, one in each

of the five fundamental flats.
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